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ABSTRACT
In this work, we have studied the variable stars in the young open cluster NGC 1893
based on a multi-year photometric survey covering a sky area around the cluster up
to 31′× 31′ wide. More than 23 000 images in the V band taken from January 2008 to
February 2017 with different telescopes, complemented with 90 images in the B band
in 2014 and 2017, were reduced, and light curves were derived in V for 5653 stars.
By analyzing these light curves, we detected 147 variable stars (85 of them being
new discoveries), including 110 periodic variables, 15 eclipsing binaries and 22 non-
periodic variables. Proper motions, radial velocities, color-magnitude and two-color
diagrams were used to identify the cluster membership of these variable stars, resulting
in 84 members. Periodic variable members were then classified into different variability
types, mainly according to their magnitudes and to their periods of variability, as
well as to their positions in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for the early-type stars.
As a result, among main-sequence periodic variable members, we identified five β
Cep candidates, seven slowly pulsating B-type candidates, and thirteen fast-rotating
pulsating B-type (FaRPB) candidates (one of which is a confirmed classical Be star).
While most of the FaRPB stars display properties similar to the ones discovered in
NGC 3766 by Mowlavi et al. (2013), five of them have periods below 0.1 d, contrary
to expectations. Additional observations, including spectroscopic, are called for to
further characterize these stars. We also find a binary candidate harboring a δ-Scuti
candidate.
Key words: binaries: eclipsing – stars: oscillations – stars: variables: general – open
clusters and associations: individual: NGC 1893
1 INTRODUCTION
Open clusters provide ideal opportunities to simultaneously
study a group of stars in gravitationally bound systems. Pul-
sating stars as members of the same open cluster provide a
chance for cluster asteroseismology. When multiple pulsat-
ing stars are detected in the same open cluster, the fact that
these pulsators should have the same initial chemical com-
positions, the same ages and almost the same distances to
the Earth may bring important additional constraints for
the determination of the best-fitted stellar models (e.g., Ar-
entoft et al. 2005). Simultaneously, cluster asteroseismology
provides a method to estimate the properties of the clus-
ters (e.g., Saesen et al. 2013). As far as eclipsing binaries in
? Corresponding author, e-mail: jnfu@bnu.edu.cn
open clusters, since the stellar parameters of the binary com-
ponents like the masses, radii, effective temperatures and
luminosities can be obtained from very high precision ob-
servations, the measurements of the parameters of both the
whole cluster and the individual stars get benefited.
In young open clusters (age ≤ 107 yr), low-mass stars
are still in their pre-main sequence (PMS) stage while
intermediate- and high-mass stars have already reached the
main sequence (MS) phase of core H burning. The study of
the photometric variability of young open cluster members
provides additional key information on the star formation
process and the properties of early-type MS stars, knowing
that PMS and MS stars display specific variability proper-
ties depending on their spectral type and stage of evolution.
T Tauri stars (TTSs) are low-mass PMS stars with ei-
ther periodic or non-periodic variations. Periodic variability
c© 2018 The Authors
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in these stars is thought to be caused by rotational mod-
ulation of a star with asymmetric cool or hot spots, while
non-periodic variability result from accretion and outflows
(Herbst et al. 1994). Compared with TTSs, Herbig Ae/Be
stars have larger mass, which evolve towards the zero-age
main-sequence (ZAMS) with hot or cool circumstellar dust
or both, showing spectral type of A/B with emission lines
(Waters & Waelkens 1998). Most Herbig Ae/Be stars show
photometric variations which are due to circumstellar patchy
dust clouds or evolutionary effect (van den Ancker et al.
1998). On the MS, early-type stars in young open clusters
usually show variable lightness due to pulsations, grouped
into different regions of instability strips in the Hertzsprung-
Russell (HR) diagram. These include β Cep stars, slowly
pulsating B (SPB) stars and δ Scuti stars (Gautschy & Saio
1996). Be stars can show non-periodic variability due to the
presence of a disk around them. Since they lie in the β Cep
or SPB instability region in the HR diagram, they can also
display periodic variability due to pulsation (Gautschy &
Saio 1996).
NGC 1893 (α=05:22:44, δ=33:24:42) is a Galactic open
cluster immersed in the bright diffuse nebulosity of IC 410,
which is associated with two pennant nebulae (Sim 190 and
Sim 130) (Gaze & Shajn 1952), and obscured by several
conspicuous dust clouds. A substantial number of efforts
have been made to determine its distance and age, which are
listed in Table 1. The distance modulus, reddening, distance
and age presented in Table 1 are broadly consistent with
each other. Sharma et al. (2007) presented a comprehensive
multiwavelength study of NGC 1893, yielding a spread in
reddening between E(B − V )=0.4 and 0.7 mag. They esti-
mated the distance modulus V0 −MV = 12.56 ± 0.15 mag
and found that the majority of the young stellar objects
have ages between 1 and 5 Myr. Lim et al. (2014) derived a
consistent reddening and distance with Sharma et al. (2007),
while they estimated the turn-off age of 1.5 Myr and the me-
dian age of 1.9 Myr from the PMS members with a spread
of 5 Myr. With such an age, the members with spectral type
A and later ones are always in their PMS stages.
UBV photometry and spectroscopy of the cluster were
performed by Massey et al. (1995), who listed the spectral
type of 24 stars. Marco et al. (2001) and Marco & Negueruela
(2002) identified 50 likely members with the spectral type
of O-F in NGC 1893 and confirmed 2 Herbig Be stars, 3
massive T Tauri stars, 2 Herbig A candidates, 1 Herbig B
candidate. Caramazza et al. (2008) and Prisinzano et al.
(2011) found that NGC 1893 is a very rich cluster with a
conspicuous population of pre-main sequence stars and well-
studied main sequence cluster population. Lata et al. (2012)
and Lata et al. (2014) identified more than one hundred
variable stars in 13×13 arcmin2 field of view (FOV) around
the center of the cluster by multi-epoch V -band photometry
taken over 16 nights from 2007, Dec to 2013, Jan. They
classified these variable stars as either PMS variables or MS
(β Cep, SPB, new class) variables.
The present paper provides the most extensive search
for and study of the multi-type variable stars in the very
young open cluster NGC 1893, and with the largest FOV
observed to date (31×31 arcmin2) and time-series photom-
etry that span 9 years. Section 2 introduces our observations
and data reduction. Section 3 describes the method used to
search for periodic variables and estimate their cluster mem-
Figure 1. CCD image of NGC 1893 collected with the 85-cm
telescope in 2014 December, which is numbered as group 6 in
Table 2. The different FOVs are denoted with boxes and numbers,
which correspond to the ID in Table 2. North is up and east is to
the left.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Comparing the mean measured error and the ampli-
tude noise in the periodogram. The solid lines represent the re-
sults of least-square fit. The dashed lines represent the diagonal
lines. The subfigure (a) is based on the observations taken from
Mercator in 2008. The subfigure (b) the observations taken from
Xinglong 85 cm telescope in 2014 in long-exposure mode.
bership in Sect. 4. The characteristics of these periodic vari-
ables are described in Sect. 5, while Sects. 6 and 7 present
the eclipsing binaries and non-periodic variable stars, respec-
tively, found in the cluster. Our results are compared with
previous works in Sect. 8. At last, we present a summary in
Sect. 9.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Time-series photometry of NGC 1893 were taken using V fil-
ter with three telescopes from January 05, 2008 to February
23, 2017, for a total of 72 nights and 23537 frames. The de-
tailed log of the observations is given in Table 2. The obser-
vations from January 05, 2008 to April 05, 2008 were done
with the 1.2 m Flemish Mercator telescope located at La
MNRAS 000, 1–41 (2018)
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Table 1. Distance and age of NGC 1893.
Photometric bands V0 −MV (mag) Reddening (mag) Distance (kpc) Age (Myr) References
UBV 13.0± 0.3 0.44-0.77 4 - Johnson et al. (1961)
UBV 12.5 - - - Humphreys (1978)
JHKuvbyHβ 13.18± 0.11 - 4.3 4 Tapia et al. (1991)
UBV RIJHKL 12.56± 0.15 0.4-0.7 3.25± 0.2 1-5 Sharma et al. (2007)
UBV I 12.7± 0.2 0.4-0.7 3.5± 0.3 1.5 Lim et al. (2014)
Table 2. Log of observation runs in B and V bands.
ID Date Telescope CCD FOV Resolution Nights Frames Exposure Time Filter σamp
(arcmin2) (′′/pixel) (s) (mmag)
1 2008 Jan 05-Apr 05 La Palma 1.2 m (Mercator) 2158× 2044 6.5× 6.5 0.19 31 2173 60-420 V 3.0
2 2008 Oct 23-27 Xinglong 50 cm 1340× 1300 23× 22 1.00 5 873 90-120 V 2.5
3 2008 Nov 11-20 Xinglong 85 cm 512× 512 15× 15 1.77 8 6766 15-60 V 3.1
4 2009 Jan 10-15 Xinglong 85 cm 1024× 1024 16× 16 0.96 6 6602 15-25 V 3.9
5 2012 Feb 03-13 Xinglong 85 cm 1024× 1024 16× 16 0.96 10 3651 20-150 V 3.4
6 2014 Dec 11-17 Xinglong 85 cm 2048× 2048 31× 31 0.91 6 1046 8-12 V 4.0
916 130-200 V 2.6
31 15 B
34 200 B
7 2017 Feb 17-23 Xinglong 85 cm 2048× 2048 31× 31 0.91 6 743 6-150 V 3.9
677 60-180 V 2.7
14 15 B
11 200 B
Note: σamp,V = σV
√
pi/NV denotes the noise in the amplitude spectrum of the V light curve.
Palma, Canary Islands, Spain. All subsequent observations
were carried out at the 50 cm or 85 cm telescope located
at the Xinglong station, National Astronomical Observato-
ries of China. Most of our observations were collected using
the 85 cm telescope. It must be noted that three different
CCD cameras were used on the 85 cm telescope between
2008 to 2017, as indicated in Table 2. The exposure times
were adjusted according to weather condition and height of
the target on the sky. In the 2014 and 2017 campaigns, we
alternated short and long exposures to focus on bright stars
and faint stars, respectively, and we alternately took a small
number of images in B and V bands for the color index anal-
ysis of the stars in the cluster. Figure 1 shows a CCD image
with the different FOVs of the telescopes.
Data pre-processing consisted in bias subtraction and
flat field correction, using the IRAF1. For the Mercator run
in 2008, bias images were taken in 8 nights among the 31
observation nights, while flat fields were taken every night.
For the Xinglong observations, biases and flat fields were
taken every night. The procedure of bias subtraction and
flat field correction follows the method described in Sect. 4
of Saesen et al. (2010).
The detailed procedure of data reduction was presented
in Saesen et al. (2010) and Mowlavi et al. (2013). Here, we
only summarize the proceeding scheme. We use DAOPHOT
1 Image Reduction and Analysis Facility is developed and dis-
tributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
tronomy in Tucson, Arizona, USA, under operative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
q (Stetson 1987) and ALLSTAR (Stetson & Harris 1988)
packages to extract the magnitudes of different stars on the
frames. First, we use a template image with the largest FOV
and the best seeing to make a master star list with the rou-
tine FIND. As some stars overlap in the template image
but are distinguished in frames with higher resolution, they
are added to the master star list. The total number of stars
in the list amounts to 5653. Second, we convert the list to
an instrument star list of a given telescope by transferring
the coordinates of the list to the CCD images, providing
thereby an exclusive number for every star in our observa-
tions. Third, the magnitudes of the stars in each image are
calculated using a combination of aperture and point spread
function (PSF) photometry. We choose the most appropri-
ate number of reference stars for each group of observations
listed in Table 2, by comparing the photometric precision
of stars based on the different sets of reference stars. Multi-
differential photometry is performed to quantify the relative
light variations of the measured stars and get an error esti-
mate for each data point, using the chosen reference stars.
The estimated error will be used as the weight in the subse-
quent frequency analysis to improve the signal to noise level.
However, the errors on the data points from different instru-
ments are not comparable due to the characteristics of the
instruments. To calibrate the errors of data points, we use
the relation described in Sect. 5.3 of Saesen et al. (2010).
For a given star i and image j, we have
< noisei,j >= σmean,i =
√
N/piσamp,i (1)
where σmean,i is the noise in the time domain, i.e., the mean
measured error of star i, and σamp,i is the noise in the fre-
MNRAS 000, 1–41 (2018)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3. The rms dispersion as a function of the instrumental magnitude of different instruments. Subfigures (f) and (h) are based on
the short-exposure observations of groups 6 and 7, respectively. Subfigures (g) and (i) are based on the long-exposure observations of
groups 6 and 7, respectively.
quency domain, i.e., the amplitude noise in the periodogram
of star i. N is the number of measurements of star i. For each
group of observations, we fit σmean and σamp by the least
square method and use the fit coefficient as the scaling factor
to calibrate the measured errors such as to satisfy Eq. 1. This
procedure was applied to the Xinglong 85 cm observations,
but was not needed for the Mercator and Xinglong 50 cm
telescopes because their scaling factors derived from Eq. 1
were already close to unity (1.03 and 1.04, respectively). The
comparison of the mean measured error and the amplitude
noise in the periodogram for observations from Mercator is
shown in Fig. 2 (a) as an example. For the other observation
groups, the scaling factors range from 0.66 to 0.90. An exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 2 (b), that compares the mean measured
error and the noise amplitude in the periodogram for the ob-
servations performed with the Xinglong 85 cm telescope in
2014, where we calibrated the measured error by applying
the scaling factor of 0.88. The resulting error estimates of
the observations performed with the different instruments
become inter-comparable, and can be used as the weights of
the data points. Fourth, the Sys-Rem algorithm developed
by Tamuz et al. (2005) is used to remove the linear system-
atic effects for a large number of stars, in a way similar to
Saesen et al. (2010, Sect. 5.4). Finally, we follow the process
of Mowlavi et al. (2013, Sect. 2.2) to do star selection and
light curve cleaning. The rms dispersion as a function of in-
strumental magnitude of different instruments is shown in
Figure 3.
The instrumental magnitudes are transformed to the
standard magnitudes using the catalogue provided by Lim
et al. (2014). We match our stars with the secondary stan-
dard stars from the catalogue. Then, the transformed re-
lations are derived by linear fitting. For the instrumental
magnitudes taken in Dec 11-17, 2014 with short-exposure
mode, the relations are
B = −3.24 + 1.051Bins (2)
V = −2.48 + 1.002Vins (3)
while the relations of long-exposure mode are
B = −2.74 + 1.033Bins (4)
MNRAS 000, 1–41 (2018)
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V = −2.25 + 0.996Vins (5)
We apply these relations to all stars in our photometric re-
gion. Most of the stars are transformed to standard magni-
tudes by using the observations taken in Dec 11-17, 2014,
while the stars which do not locate in the FOV in Dec 11-17,
2014 are transformed with the observations taken in Feb 17-
23, 2017. Columns 6 and 7 of Table A1 list the transformed
magnitudes in B and V bands of the variable stars.
3 PERIODIC VARIABILITY ANALYSIS
3.1 Variable star detection
We use the observations of groups 1, 6 and 7 (cf. Table 2) to
search for variable stars. The observations from Mercator in
2008 (group 1) has the best sky resolution. The observations
from Xinglong with the 85 cm telescope in 2014 (group 6)
and 2017 (group 7) have the largest FOV, of 31′×31′, which
is helpful to search for variable stars in the outer regions of
the cluster. Besides, these observations were taken in both
short-exposure and long-exposure modes, which are benefi-
cial to search both bright and faint variable stars, respec-
tively. The groups 1, 6 and 7 also have high photometric
accuracies, which are 0.003, 0.006 and 0.006 mag, respec-
tively2.
Our procedure to search for variable stars follows the
one described in Saesen et al. (2010) and Mowlavi et al.
(2013). In brief, we calculate generalized Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms (Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) in 0-50 d−1, where
the weight of each data point is set as the square of the
error of the measurement. To calculate the signal-to-noise
(S/N) of a frequency, the amplitude is taken as the signal
and the mean amplitude after prewhitening the frequency as
the noise. In order to account for the increasing noise level at
lower frequencies, the width of the frequency interval used to
compute the noise is taken equal to 1 d−1 for f ∈ [0−3] d−1,
1.9 d−1 for f ∈ [3− 6] d−1, 3.9 d−1 for f ∈ [6− 11] d−1 and
5 d−1 for f ∈ [11−50] d−1. We pick the variable candidates
which have at least one significant frequency with S/N above
4.0 (Breger et al. 1993). Among the variable candidates, we
disregard frequencies that appear repeatedly in several stars,
within the frequency resolution δf , generally resulting from
systematic effects. Then, we inspect the light curves of all
other stars to identify missing eclipsing binaries and other
non-periodic variables.
In total, 147 variable candidates are reported, consisting
of 110 periodic variable stars, 15 eclipsing binaries, and 22
non-period variable stars.
3.2 Light curve combination
After having reduced independently each of the seven groups
of observations listed in Table 2, we have to combine the
resulting light curves. The transparency instability of the
atmosphere and/or the different sensitivities of the cameras
between the different observation groups result in magnitude
shifts that lead to low-frequency peaks in the periodograms.
2 Here, the photometric accuracies of groups 6 and 7 are derived
from the observations of short-exposure mode.
We remove the magnitude shifts in the following way. We
first calculate the periodogram of every variable candidate
using the whole light curve that combines all multi-group
observations, but excluding the observations with low photo-
metric precisions, and we compute the residual pre-whitened
light curves. For each group of observations, the mean mag-
nitude difference between the observed and the pre-whitened
light curve is then subtracted from the observed data. We
adjust in this way the light curves obtained in each observa-
tion group, getting rid of the magnitude shifts. The adjusted
light curves are then combined for each variable candidate.
3.3 Frequency analysis
The combined light curve is used to calculate the peri-
odogram as described in Sect. 3.1, and pre-whiten the light
curve. This is applied to all periodic variable stars automati-
cally. The frequency search is stopped when the S/N value is
smaller than 4.0. Figure 4 shows the spectral window func-
tion and the pre-whitening procedure for star 50 as an ex-
ample of frequency analysis. The periods, amplitudes and
S/N values of the detected periodic variables are listed in
Table B1.3 Only independent frequencies are reported, thus
excluding harmonic and alias frequencies. The errors of the
frequencies and amplitudes were estimated with the Monte
Carlo simulations, which were based on the simulated light
curves produced by an addition of the observed data and a
Gaussian distribution random variable obeying N(0, σobs) 4
(see Sect. 3 of Fu et al. (2013)).
Among the 110 periodic variable stars, 74, 17, 10, 6, 2
and 1 stars have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 independent frequencies,
respectively.
4 CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP OF THE
VARIABLE STARS
In the next subsections, we successively consider the proper
motions, radial velocities, and multi-band photometry to
identify the variable members. The relevant data collected
from the literature are summarized in Table A1.
4.1 Proper motion
Proper motions (PMs) are available for 3359 stars from a
cross-match with the PPMXL catalog (Roeser et al. 2010).
Cluster membership is estimated from these PMs using a
maximum likelihood method derived by Tian et al. (1998).
The method estimates two frequency functions for each star
i, φPMc (i; µxc, µyc, σc) for the cluster (Eq. 8 of Tian et al.
1998), and φPMf (i; µxf , µyf , σxf , σyf , γ) for the field (Eq. 9
of Tian et al. 1998). The parameters µxc, µyc, σc are the PM
center and the intrinsic PM dispersion of cluster members,
the parameters µxf , µyf , σxf , σyf are the PM center and
the intrinsic PM dispersion of field stars, and the additional
γ parameter is the correlation coefficient of the distribution
3 The eclipsing binary star 2091 hosting a pulsating companion
is not reported in Table B1, but listed in Table 6.
4 Here, σobs indicates the measurement error.
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Figure 4. Frequency analysis for star 50. The spectral window
of the combined light curve is shown in the top panel. The sub-
sequent panels show the generalised Lomb-Scargle periodograms
at different steps of prewhitening. The detected frequencies are
marked with the yellow paintings. The red and orange lines rep-
resent the noise level and the S/N = 4 level, respectively.
Table 3. Distribution parameters of PM frequency function for
NGC 1893. The units of µ and σ are both mas yr−1.
nc γ µxc µyc σc µxf µyf σxf σyf
0.84 -0.19 -0.35 -3.97 0.00 0.05 -3.99 15.10 12.83
of field stars. The distribution function of the ith star in the
cluster is given by
φPM (i) = ncφ
PM
c (i) + nfφ
PM
f (i) (6)
where the normalized number of cluster stars nc and of field
stars nf satisfy the relation nc + nf = 1.
Since the PM centers of the cluster and of field stars
are similar, we set the cluster intrinsic dispersion σc to zero
following the discussion in Sect. 3.1 of Balaguer-Núñez et al.
(2004). A maximum likelihood method is then used to de-
termine the eight remaining unknown parameters (see Tian
et al. 1998). The results are listed in Table 3. The PM mem-
bership probability Pµ of the ith star is then given by
Pµ(i) =
φPMc (i)
φPM (i)
(7)
Table 5 lists the derived Pµ of 140 variable stars, the re-
maining variable stars lacking a cross-match in the PPMXL
catalog.
4.2 Radial velocity
Radial velocity (RV) data are found for 333 stars in
NGC 1893 from the second release of value-added catalogues
Table 4. Distribution parameters of RV frequency function for
NGC 1893. The units of v and σ are both kms−1.
nc vc σc vf σf
0.43 -4.20 2.49 2.36 26.32
of the LAMOST Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic Anti-
centre (LSS-GAC DR2) (Xiang et al. 2017). The cross-match
is performed using a 3 arc-second match radius, and only
stars from the LSS-GAC DR2 catalog that have signal to
noise ratios (S/N) in the blue band (4750 Å) larger than 10
are considered. We note that Gieseking (1981) has applied
the frequency function method to the one-dimensional RV
space to determine the RV membership probability. They
assumed that the radial velocities of the field stars and the
cluster stars satisfied two one-dimensional Gaussian distri-
butions, respectively. Then the distribution functions of RV
for the cluster stars φRVc and the field stars φRVf can be
expressed, respectively, as,
φRVc (i) =
1
2pi(σ2c + 
2
i )
exp{−1
2
[
(vi − vc)2
σ2c + 
2
i
]} (8)
φRVf (i) =
1
2pi(σ2f + 
2
i )
exp{−1
2
[
(vi − vf )2
σ2f + 
2
i
]} (9)
where vi is the RV of the ith star and i the corresponding
error. (vc, vf ) are the RV centers of the cluster and the field
stars, respectively, and (σc, σf ) are the intrinsic RV disper-
sions of the field stars and the cluster stars, respectively.
So, the frequency function φRV (i) and the RV membership
probability Pv of the ith star are,
φRV (i) = ncφ
RV
c (i) + nfφ
RV
f (i) (10)
Pv(i) =
φRVc (i)
φRV (i)
(11)
The five undetermined parameters (nc, vc, vf , σc, σf ) are
derived by applying the maximum likelihood method and
listed in Table 4. Table 5 lists the Pv values for 22 variable
stars, while the RV data of the other variable stars are absent
in the LSS-GAC DR2 catalog.
We consider a star to be member of the cluster when the
kinematic membership probability Pµ × Pv > 50% if both
Pµ and Pv are available. When Pv is not available, we use
the criterion Pµ > 50% to identify the member candidates.
4.3 CMD and TCD
We limit the study to the 147 variable stars detected in
Sect. 3.1.
The V/B − V CMD of the variable stars is shown in
Fig. 5. It is constructed using the V and B values from the
present work. For reference, solar metallicity ZAMS lines are
plotted in the figure for two reddening values, of 0.4 mag
(dashed line) and 0.7 mag (dotted line), in the range of
reddening reported by Lim et al. (2014) and Sharma et al.
(2007) for the cluster.
The U −B/B−V TCD is shown in Fig. 6. Since we do
not have measurements in U band, we take colours published
in the literature, as available. We use U − B and B − V
colours from Lim et al. (2014) for 101 of our variable stars,
MNRAS 000, 1–41 (2018)
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Table 5. Membership probability Pµ and Pv of the variable stars in the field of view of NGC 1893.
Star ID Pµ Pv Star ID Pµ Pv Star ID Pµ Pv Star ID Pµ Pv Star ID Pµ Pv
22 0.01 − 269 0.09 0.74 861 0.99 − 1893 0.99 − 3215 0.99 −
23 0.99 0.60 271 0.84 − 922 0.65 − 1908 0.98 − 3219 0.64 −
25 0.99 − 283 0.98 − 926 0.99 − 1913 0.99 0.00 3343 0.99 −
40 0.99 − 305 0.99 − 962 0.99 − 1921 0.98 − 3349 0.99 −
43 0.99 0.91 313 0.92 − 986 0.96 − 1961 0.96 − 3521 0.98 −
50 0.99 − 325 0.99 0.44 1049 − − 1994 0.99 − 3627 0.99 −
52 0.99 − 327 0.97 − 1069 0.97 − 2005 0.97 − 3680 0.94 −
54 0.99 − 338 0.99 − 1098 0.97 − 2038 0.98 0.00 3695 − −
55 0.99 − 341 0.97 − 1101 0.99 − 2051 0.99 − 4056 0.97 −
58 0.99 0.90 342 0.00 0.04 1114 0.99 − 2074 0.01 − 4082 0.83 −
62 0.98 − 360 0.98 − 1202 0.99 − 2091 0.62 − 4162 0.96 −
65 0.99 − 368 0.96 − 1208 0.88 − 2186 0.87 − 4225 0.98 −
80 0.94 − 414 0.81 − 1277 0.99 − 2302 − − 4495 − −
96 0.89 − 441 0.98 0.93 1287 0.99 − 2347 0.99 − 4496 0.00 −
101 0.32 − 472 0.00 − 1301 0.95 − 2352 0.99 − 4671 0.95 −
122 0.99 0.85 509 0.91 − 1326 0.99 − 2450 0.94 − 4716 0.97 −
127 0.53 − 528 0.96 − 1376 0.00 − 2466 0.04 − 4975 0.89 −
128 0.98 0.36 534 0.98 − 1380 0.99 − 2611 0.96 − 5048 0.98 −
130 0.88 − 591 0.98 − 1388 0.96 − 2640 0.98 − 5130 0.99 −
149 0.93 − 599 0.99 − 1390 0.88 − 2697 − − 5156 0.94 −
182 0.90 − 638 0.97 − 1425 0.99 − 2773 0.00 − 5158 − −
184 0.99 − 660 0.00 0.00 1572 0.98 − 2777 0.87 − 5262 0.92 0.01
190 0.99 0.87 666 0.90 0.00 1577 0.98 − 2793 0.99 − 5269 0.87 −
197 0.94 − 706 0.98 0.73 1590 0.99 − 2882 − − 5282 0.00 −
212 0.99 0.76 710 0.99 − 1620 0.99 − 2906 0.00 − 5283 0.18 −
218 0.49 0.00 721 0.99 − 1630 0.98 − 2936 0.98 − 5284 0.12 −
233 0.48 − 738 0.98 0.00 1657 0.99 − 2975 0.99 − 5569 0.96 −
235 0.01 − 741 0.99 − 1664 0.99 0.00 2986 0.00 −
240 0.99 − 824 0.98 − 1665 0.97 0.00 3093 0.69 −
262 0.98 − 844 0.98 0.29 1810 0.98 − 3214 0.99 −
and from Massey et al. (1995) for 19 additional ones. Solar
metallicity ZAMS lines are also plotted in the figure for two
reddening values.
The J −H/H −K TCD is shown in Fig. 7. The JHK
data of the 146 variable stars are taken from the 2MASS
catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003) and converted to the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology (CIT) system using the relations
provided by Carpenter (2001).
The V/B−V CMD (Fig. 5), U−B/B−V TCD (Fig. 6)
and J −H/H −K TCD (Fig. 7) are used to identify mem-
bership of the stars that lack PM or RV data. First, the stars
who have deflected positions in these CMD and TCDs are
excluded from the list of members. We then follow the cri-
teria suggested by Lim et al. (2014) to distinguish MS and
PMS stars: members with V ≤ 16 mag, 0.0 mag ≤ B−V ≤
0.6 mag, and −1.0 mag ≤ U −B ≤ 0.5 mag are classified as
MS stars, and the other members that locate in Fig. 7 close
to the upper part of the MS branch (solid curve) or close
to the ’T’ and ’F’ regions are classified as PMS stars. Three
examples are shown in Fig. 8. For star 1390 (upper plots
in the figure), Pµ = 0.88 while no RV data is available. Its
position in the J −H/H −K TCD is compatible with a po-
tential member candidate with NIR excess, but its deflected
position in the U −B/B−V TCD suggests it may not be a
member. Star 50 (Pµ = 0.98, second line of plots in Fig. 8)
is clearly a MS star of the cluster given its positions in the
TCDs. The third example, star 2186 (Pµ = 0.87, bottom
plots in Fig. 8), shows a PMS star due to its positions in the
TCDs.
The membership analysis performed above can further
be supplemented by spectroscopic data when available and
necessary. Marco & Negueruela (2002) displayed the spec-
trum of star 130 (their star S3R1N3) with strong Balmer
emission lines and a very reddened continuum, and esti-
mated its spectral type to be B0.5IVe. They considered it to
be almost certainly a Herbig Be star. We therefore classify
it as a PMS star. The position of star 62 in the TCD is sim-
ilar to that of star 130, which suggests it to be a Herbig Be
candidate as well. The two Herbig Be candidates are marked
with filled squares in the figures, and their folded light curves
shown in Fig. B6. Finally, we reject star 54 from the list of
cluster members following the spectral analysis of Marco &
Negueruela (2002), who find a F0III-IV spectral type for this
star (their star S3R1N3).
In summary, we identify 27 MS members, 57 PMS mem-
bers and 58 field stars among the variable stars, while we
could not conclude on the membership of five stars (stars
25, 96, 271, 528 and 3219). They are marked with specific
symbols in Figs. 5 to 7, and flagged accordingly in Tables B1
(column 5), C1 (column 3) and D1 (column 2) in the Ap-
pendix. Among the members, 25 MS and 37 PMS stars are
periodic variable stars.
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Figure 5. V/B − V CMD for the variable stars lying within the
field of view of NGC 1893. The dash and dotted lines represent
the zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) by Ekström et al. (2012)
for Z=0.014, shifted along the distance modulus of V0 −MV =
12.7 mag (Lim et al. 2014) for E(B − V )min = 0.4 mag (dashed
line) and E(B − V )max = 0.7 mag (dotted line), respectively.
The dark grey points on the ZAMS lines mark the locations of
few specific masses, as labeled next the points on the dashed
line. The three error bars on the right of the figure show the
mean magnitude and colour errors for the variable stars with
V ∈ [11−14], [14−17], [17−20] mag, respectively. The blue dots,
red open squares, black pluses and orange circles represent MS
variable members, PMS variable members, field variable stars and
eclipsing binaries, respectively. Open triangles represent variable
stars for which membership could not be determined. The two
stars classified as Herbig Be candidates are marked with filled
squares (stars 62 and 130), while the star classified as a classical
Be star in literature is marked in black filled triangle (star 182).
The grey dots plotted in the background of the figure represent
all the identified stars in the field of view of NGC 1893.
5 PERIODIC VARIABLE MEMBERS
Excluding eclipsing binaries which are presented in Sect. 6,
110 stars are found to be periodically variable with signif-
icant frequencies. Based on the work presented in Sect. 4,
62 of them are members, with 25 MS members and 37 PMS
members. From now on, we limit the study to these 62 mem-
bers. Their periods and amplitudes are shown in Fig. 9 as a
function of their V magnitudes, while the relation between
amplitudes and periods is shown in Fig. 10. The results in
the figures are colour-coded according to the classification
performed in this section. The classification of the MS pe-
riodic members is presented in Sects. 5.1 to 5.3, and PMS
stars are adressed in Sect. 5.4. The results of the classifica-
tion are also given in Table B1.
For the 25 MS periodic variables, classification is per-
formed based on their periods and magnitudes, as well as
on their position in the HR diagram when possible. To esti-
mate the location in the HR diagram, we follow the proce-
dure based on the Q-method (Gutierrez-Moreno 1975) that
Figure 6. U −B/B − V TCD for the variable stars lying within
the field of view of NGC 1893. The dash and dotted lines represent
the zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) by Ekström et al. (2012) for
Z=0.014, shifted along the reddening vector of 0.72 for E(B −
V )min = 0.4 mag (dashed line) and E(B − V )max = 0.7 mag
(dotted line), respectively. The three error bars on the right of
the figure show the mean errors of the variable stars for U −
B ∈ [−0.6 − 0.2], [0.2 − 0.7], [0.7 − 2.0] mag, respectively. The
interpretation of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 5.
enables to estimate the intrinsic color index (B − V )0 of
early-type stars from their U , B and V magnitudes (also
used by Lata et al. 2014). The method computes the quan-
tity Q = (U − B) − 0.72 (B − V ), from which the intrinsic
color (B−V )0 is derived through (B−V )0 = 0.339Q−0.007.
It thus requires the knowledge of U , B and V magnitudes,
which are available for 21 of our MS periodic variables. The
effective temperature Teff is then derived from (B − V )0
using the relations provided by Torres (2010). The abso-
lute bolometric magnitude Mbol, on the other hand, is com-
puted from Mbol = MV + BC taking a distance modu-
lus V0 −MV = 12.7 ± 0.2 mag (Lim et al. 2014) and us-
ing bolometric corrections BC provided by Torres (2010)
based on (B − V )0. The luminosity then follows using
log(L/L) = −0.4 (Mbol − Mbol,). The uncertainties on
Teff and log(L/L) are estimated based on the U , B and V
uncertainties and on the uncertainty of the distance modu-
lus. The resulting locations in the HR diagram of the 21 MS
periodic variables with available U , B and V photometry
are shown in Fig. 11.
5.1 β Cephei candidates
β Cep stars are pulsating early-type B stars with periods
between ∼0.08 d and ∼0.3 d (Aerts et al. 2010). The pre-
dicted location of their instability strip in the HR diagram
is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 11, as predicted by
Miglio et al. (2007) for radial modes and non-radial p- and
g-modes of degree 1 ≤ ` ≤ 3. Four of our periodic candidates
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Figure 7. J −H/H −K TCD for the variable stars lying within
the field of view of NGC 1893, JHK being the 2MASS photom-
etry converted to the California Institute of Technology (CIT)
system. The sequences for dwarfs (solid curve) and giants (thick
dash curve) are from Bessell & Brett (1988). The dotted line
represents the locus of intrinsic classical T Tauri stars (CTTS)
(Meyer et al. 1997). The solid and thick dashed curves repre-
sent the unreddened MS and giant branch, respectively (Bessell
& Brett 1988). The parallel dashed lines are the locus of red-
dening. The arrow denotes a reddening vector corresponding to
a visual extinction of AV = 5 mag, based on extinction ratios
AJ/AV = 0.265, AH/AV = 0.155 and AKS/AV = 0.090 taken
from Cohen et al. (1981). ‘F’ sources could be either field stars or
class II/class III sources with small NIR excesses. ‘T’ sources are
considered to be mostly classical T Tauri stars (class II objects)
with large NIR excesses. The three error bars show the mean er-
rors of the variable stars for J−H ∈ [0−0.3], [0.3−0.6], [0.6−1.2]
mag, respectively. The marker shapes and colors have the same
interpretation as in Fig. 5.
in this instability strip have their dominant periods between
0.17 d and 0.35 d (stars 23, 43, 50 and 80, marked with
green points in the figure). They are consequently classified
as β Cep stars. Marco et al. (2001) and Marco & Negueruela
(2002) estimated their spectral types to be B4, B3, B2 and
B2, respectively. This is consistent with the spectral types
of Galactic β Cep stars catalogued by Stankov & Handler
(2005), in which the majority have B0 to B2 spectral types,
with a few β Cep stars extending up to B5 type.
In addition to these four stars, we also classify star 58
(P = 0.21407 d, A = 2.5 mmag) as a β Cep star. Its effective
temperature brings it slightly out of the β Cep instability
strip (see Fig. 11), but its luminosity and B4 spectral type
reported by Marco et al. (2001) are compatible with β Cep
variables.
The five β Cep candidates are marked in green in Figs. 9
to 11, and their folded light curves are shown in Fig. B1.
5.2 Slowly pulsating B candidates
Slowly pulsating B stars are pulsating with periods of the
order of the day and up to a few days (Stankov & Handler
2005). Their instability strip in the HR diagram is shown
by the dashed line in Fig. 11. It partly overlaps with that
of β Cephei stars, and extends to fainter luminosities and
cooler effective temperatures.
Seven stars (stars 40, 52, 55, 65, 149, 283, 327) locate
in or very close to the SPB instability region with periods
larger than 0.5 d. We consequently classify them as SPB
candidates. They are marked with blue points in Figs. 9
to 11, and their folded light curves are shown in Fig. B2.
Marco et al. (2001) estimated the spectral types of stars 40,
55, 65, 149 and 283 as B2, B3, B5, B5 and B6, respectively,
compatible with a SPB classification.
5.3 Fast-rotating pulsating B candidates
Degroote et al. (2009) and Mowlavi et al. (2013) reported the
discovery of a new class of variable stars lying in the HR dia-
gram between the red edge of SPB stars and the blue edge of
δ Scuti stars, where no pulsation is predicted to occur based
on standard stellar models. Degroote et al. (2009) found
the new variable stars in CoRoT data and described them
as cool, short-term (i.e. β Cep-like) candidate pulsators.
Mowlavi et al. (2013), on the other hand, discovered them
in an open cluster, NGC 3766, providing thereby a stronger
evidence of their position in the color-magnitude diagram
relative to SPB and δ Scuti stars. A subsequent spectro-
scopic study of these objects enabled Mowlavi et al. (2016)
to characterize them as fast-rotating pulsators. They conse-
quently named these new variables fast-rotating pulsating B
(FaRPB) stars. The characteristic signature of these objects
is their short period (less than 0.55 d, clearly distinguish-
ing them from SPB stars) while being fainter than β Cephei
stars. In the sample of Mowlavi et al. (2013), the periods
range from 0.1 d to 0.55 d, with typical amplitudes between
1 mmag and 4 mmag. These authors found many of them
between the SPB and δ Scuti instability strips, but they
could lie in the SPB instability strip as well.
Given the properties mentioned above, we identify nine
FaRPB candidates from their periods shorter than 0.5 d and
with magnitudes fainter than β Cephei stars:
• six of them (stars 127, 212, 305, 338, 360 and 414) have
periods between 0.1 d and 0.4 d, and amplitudes between
1 mmag and 7 mmag, in agreement with the ranges men-
tioned above for FaRPB stars. The spectral types of stars
127, 338 and 360 derived by Marco et al. (2001) are B6, B8
and B9, respectively;
• two other FaRPB candidates (stars 122 and 184) have
periods much shorter than 0.1 d, 0.0609429 d for the mono-
periodic star 122, and 0.03244 d and 0.02616 d for the bi-
periodic star 184;
• the last one, star 182, is classified as a classical Be star
by Marco & Negueruela (2002, their star ID S3R1N4), with
spectral type B1.5Ve. Its low-resolution spectrum shows a
strong Hα emission line and a moderately reddened contin-
uum.
These FaRPB candidates are shown in yellow filled circles
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Figure 8. (a) Position of field star candidate 1390 (red point) in the V/B−V CMD (left), U−B/B−V TCD (middle) and J−H/H−K
TCD (right), superposed on the variable stars of the cluster. The symbols and lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5 for the V/B−V
CMD, as in Fig. 6 for the U −B/B−V TCD, and as in Fig. 7 for the J−H/H−K TCD. (b) Same as (a), but for star 50, a MS member
candidate from its position in the CMD and TCDs. (c) Same as (a), but for star 2186, a PMS member candidate from its position in
the CMD and TCDs.
in Figs. 9 to 11, except the classical Be star which is shown
in black triangle. They are further discussed in Sect. 8.2.
Apart from these stars, there are four stars (stars 190,
240, 262 and 5269) in the magnitude range V = 13.5 –
14.5 mag for which we could not find any data in the U
band, and therefore could not estimate the positions in the
HR diagram. They all have periods below 0.5 d, and we
consequently classify them as FaRPB candidates. They are
marked in orange open circles in Figs. 9 and 10. We note
that three of them (stars 190, 262 and 5269) have periods
shorter than 0.1 d, similarly to stars 122 and 184.
The folded light curves of the 13 FaRPB candidates are
shown in Fig. B3 (for the Be star) and Fig. B4 (for the other
FaRPB candidates).
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Figure 9. Periods (top panel) and associated pulsation am-
plitudes (bottom panel) of the periodic member candidates of
NGC 1893 as a function of their V magnitude. Multiple periods
of the same object are connected with solid lines. The β Cep,
SPB, FaRPB, and PMS candidates are marked with green, blue,
orange, and red points, respectively. FaRPB candidates for which
the position in the HR diagram (Fig. 11) could not be determined
are marked with orange open circles. The black filled squares rep-
resent two Herbig Be candidates and the black filled triangle rep-
resents a classical Be candidate.
Figure 10. Pulsation amplitude versus period of all periodic
member candidates of NGC 1893. The symbols and colors have
the same meaning as in Fig. 9.
5.4 Pre-main-sequence variable stars
We find 37 PMS periodic variable stars in the cluster
NGC 1893. In the V/B−V , U−B/B−V and J−H/H−K
diagrams, most of them are fainter than 16 mag with in-
frared excess. The periods of these PMS variable stars range
from 0.068 to 10.937 d and the amplitudes range from 1.3 to
177 mmag. They are marked with red points in Figs. 9 and
Figure 11. HR diagram of the MS periodic member candidates of
NGC 1893 having U , B and V data from which the effective tem-
perature and luminosity are derived. The continuous and dashed
lines delimit the theoretical instability strip of β Cep and SPB,
respectively, taken from Miglio et al. (2007). The dotted line in-
dicates the empirical δ Scuti instability strip from Balona et al.
(2011). The green, blue and orange points identify the β Cep,
SPB and FaRPB candidates, respectively, identified in this work,
and the filled triangle identifies the classical Be star. See text for
the details of the classification.
10. The PMS stars also include the two Herbig Be candidates
mentioned in Sect. 4.3, that are brighter than 16 mag. They
are marked with black filled squares in Figs. 9 and 10. The
folded light curves of the 35 PMS variable stars are shown
in Fig. B5 and the ones of the two Herbig Be candidates in
Fig. B6.
6 ECLIPSING BINARIES
We discover 15 eclipsing binaries in the field of view of
NGC 1893. Seven of them are members of the cluster. Based
on the shape of their folded light curves, shown in Fig. C1,
we classify six of them as Algol-type (EA), four as β Lyrae-
type (EB) and five as W Ursae Majoris-type (EW) binaries.
Their periods, memberships and classifications are listed in
Table C1.
One of the eclipsing binary candidates, star 2091 at
V = 17.72 mag has a rich periodogram, as shown in Fig. 12.
The frequencies extracted from the successive pre-whitening
procedure reveals five significant frequencies which are listed
in Table 6, three of them being independent. The first fre-
quency (f1 = 0.5633 c/d) is associated to the orbital pe-
riod of the binary system, which is actually twice the period
extracted from the periodogram. The corresponding light
curve folded with Porb = 3.55 d, shown in Fig. C1, supports
the binary nature. The additional clear signal at the high
frequency of f3 = 5.0131 c/d, with harmonics detected at
f2 = 2 f3 and f5 = 3 f3, likely originates from the pulsa-
tion of one of the companions in the binary system, that
could be a δ Scuti star. We finally note a third independent
frequency, at f4 = 0.7499 c/d, detected with a S/N of 4.6.
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Figure 12. Same as Fig. 4, but for star 2091.
Table 6. Multi-frequency solution of star 2091. The last-digit
errors of the frequencies and amplitudes are given in parentheses.
No. Frequency (c/d) Amplitude (mmag) S/N
f1 0.5633(3) 107(5) 6.3
f2 10.0281(5) 61(6) 6.7
f3 5.0131(6) 51(6) 5.5
f4 0.7499(8) 42(5) 4.6
f5 15.040(1) 26(6) 5.2
The origin of this signal is unclear, and we would suggest
additional photometric observations to conclude on it.
7 NON-PERIODIC VARIABLE STARS
From a visual check of the light curves, we identify 22 non-
periodic variable stars. They are listed in Table D1.
We classify the non-periodic variable stars in two cat-
egories. The first category, called irregular variables, com-
prises nine stars that show large-amplitude (above 1 mag)
irregular variability over an observation time span of 90
days. These variations are detected from the observations
done during the 31 nights of the first observation run listed
in Table 2, that span three months. Their light curves are
Figure 13. Comparison of the periods of periodic variable stars
between this work and Lata et al. (2012, 2014).
shown in Figure D1. Their large-amplitude irregular varia-
tions may be due to variable obscuration by circumstellar
dust (Herbst et al. 1994). Among them, stars 2697, 2882,
2936, 4162, 4671 and 5158 are members of the cluster, and
consequently classified as PMS irregular variable stars.
In the second category of non-periodic variables, we
gather 13 stars for which the periodic nature cannot be
checked due to an insufficient number of measurements. The
stars are positioned far from the center of the cluster on the
sky, and have been observed only during observation runs
6 and 7 (see Table 2). Figure D2 shows their light curves
obtained each night during observation run 6, from the Xin-
glong 85 cm telescope in 2014. We label these stars as of
unknown type. Among them, only one (star 197) is classi-
fied as a MS star of the cluster. The other ones (stars 441,
1069, 1098, 1301, 1961, 2640, 4056 and 4716) are classified
as PMS stars of the cluster.
8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Comparison with previous works
Variable stars in NGC 1893 are mainly reported by Lata
et al. (2012) and Lata et al. (2014). These authors detected
157 variable stars in a 13×13 arcmin2 FOV around the cen-
ter of the cluster based on 16 nights of observations spread
over about 5 years. We therefore compare in this section our
results with theirs. In the same FOV, we find 99 variable
stars, of which 62 stars are common to both works.
Among the 62 variable stars in common between our
work and Lata et al. (2012, 2014), 48 stars are found to be
periodic in both works, one star is found to be periodic in
this work only, and 13 stars are reported to be periodic in
Lata et al. (2012, 2014) but not confirmed in this work. The
periods of the subsample found to be periodic in both works
are compared in Fig. 13. Some stars are seen to have con-
sistent periods between the two works, but some do not. It
is not always easy to explain the differences, and additional
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Figure 14. Folded light curves of star 122 with periods from this
work (top panel) and from Lata et al. (2014) (bottom panel).
observations may be required in some cases. We nevertheless
discuss here four examples, highlighted in Fig. 13.
• Star 122 (V = 13.460 mag) has a period of 0.0609429 d
in our work with an amplitude of 4.2 mmag. The signal is
very significant in our time series, with a S/N of 16.2, and
is clearly visible in the folded light curve shown in the top
panel of Fig. 14. We however do not confirm the signal at
0.258 d found by Lata et al. (2014) (their star V154) with
an amplitude of 8 mmag. Our light curve folded with their
period, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 14, does not reveal
a periodicity at this period.
• Star 283 (V=14.411 mag) has a period of 3.5162 d
with an amplitude of 3.7 mmag (S/N=5.9) in our work,
which is more than ten times longer than the period of
0.21 d found by Lata et al. (2014, their star V142). The
analysis of our time series reveals the star to be multi-
periodic (see Table B1), with a additional short period at
0.385699 d (A=1.6 mmag, S/N=4.2) and a longer one at
5.989 d (A=2 mmag, S/N=4.1). The folded light curves are
shown in Fig. B2. It may thus be that the multi-periodic
nature of the star combined with the relatively sparse ob-
servations of Lata et al. (2014) made the detection difficult
in their time series.
• A similar conclusion may hold for star 3093
(V=18.33 mag). Two periods are detected in our time
series, 8.5513 d (A=108 mmag, S/N=5.6) and 12.572 d
(A=50 mmag, S/N=4.4), which are clearly visible in the
folded light curves shown in Fig. B5. Lata et al. (2012), on
the other hand, report only one period for this star (labelled
V11 in their work) at 22.7 d. Their folded light curve shown
in their Fig. 10 indicates a relatively small number of obser-
Figure 15. Folded light curve of star 409 (labelled V98 in Lata
et al. (2014)) with period from Lata et al. (2014). The blue points
represent the observations of group 1 which have higher photo-
metric accuracy than other groups. The dashed lines represent the
amplitude of 0.019 mag reported by Lata et al. (2014). One can
see that the photometric variability amplitudes in our time series
are smaller than the amplitude reported by Lata et al. (2014).
vations, which may have prevented a correct identification
of the periods of this multi-periodic star.
• Finally, the fourth example is star 962. It is an eclipsing
binary with a period of 0.30612 d (see its folded light curve
in Fig. C1). The period found by Lata et al. (2012) is 0.15 d
(their star V14), i.e. half this period.
Apart from the 62 variable stars in common between
our work and Lata et al. (2012, 2014), we find 37 variable
stars in the FOV of Lata et al. (2012, 2014) that are not
reported by these authors. They are uniformly distributed
across the FOV.
But we do not confirm the variable nature of 95 other
stars that are reported to be variable by these authors. Some
of them are too faint to secure a reliable variability detection
in our time series (e.g. stars V5 and V27 in Lata et al. (2012,
2014) with V=20.21 and 19.77 mag, respectively), and we
do not consider them in our comparison. For many of the
other ones, the photometric variability amplitudes in our
time series are smaller than the amplitudes reported by Lata
et al. (2012, 2014). An example is given by star 409 (their
star V98), of which our light curve folded with their period
is shown in Fig. 15, with the variability amplitude reported
by these authors indicated by the horizontal dashed lines.
We don’t know what could be the origin of the variability
reported by these authors, knowing that the epochs of their
observations (2007-2013) overlap with ours (2008-2017). We
note that at least some of the variable stars reported by them
but not by us are close to a bright star. Additional precise
observations would be required to further characterize the
variability of these stars.
Outside the FOV of Lata et al. (2012, 2014), we discov-
ered 48 new variable stars. In total, thus, we find 85 variable
stars that have no counterparts in Lata et al. (2012, 2014).
We consider these objects to be newly discovered variable
stars, as indicated in the last columns of Table B1, C1 and
D1.
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8.2 Variable star content of the cluster
Among the main sequence B-type variable stars that are
members of NGC 1893, we identified in Sect. 5 five β Cephei
stars, seven SPB stars and thirteen FaRPB stars. We high-
light here some properties of the FaRPB stars detected in
this study.
• Most of the FaRPB stars are close to the faint border
of the SPB instability strip, with some of them inside the
instability strip, but some outside, between the red edge of
SPB stars and the blue edge of δ Scuti stars. This is in
agreement with the stars being fast rotators (e.g. Salmon
et al. 2014; Saio et al. 2017).
• The majority of them have periods between 0.1 d and
0.5 d, as found by Mowlavi et al. (2013). However, five of
them have periods smaller than this range, between 0.03 d
and 0.07 d. They are located close to the faint border of the
SPB instability strip. This is unexpectedly low compared
to both previous observations and model predictions. We
exclude them being δ Scuti stars given their magnitudes,
because low-mass stars with an age of 1-5 Myr stars have
not yet evolved to the MS stage (see Figure 10 of Palla &
Stahler 1993). Additional observations, including spectral
characterization, would be required to further characterize
these short period FaRPB candidates.
• One of the FaRPB star, star 182, which lies well in-
side the SPB instability strip, is a Be star, as certified by
the presence of emission lines in its spectrum (Marco &
Negueruela 2002). We find it to be pulsating with a period
of 0.1467416 d, in agreement with it being a FaRPB star
rather than an SPB star. This supports the suggestion by
Mowlavi et al. (2016) of a link between FaRPB and Be stars.
The young open cluster NGC 1893 is a challenging case
to study the nature of variable stars, due not only to the
high differential reddening observed in its FOV, but also
because the cluster may have had more than one birth
episodes, or a continuous, still on-going, star formation his-
tory. This was already noticed by Marco et al. (2002) and
Marco & Negueruela (2003) from the presence of massive
Herbig Ae/Be stars in the cluster. Our suggestion of the ex-
istence of an additional Herbig Be star, star 62 (see Sects. 4.3
and 5.4), would further support this view, if the PMS and
Be natures of this star are confirmed by future spectra.
9 CONCLUSIONS
The young open cluster NGC 1893 is an active region which
contains a lot of variable stars. In this study we analyzed
more than 20 000 images taken over nine years, we detected
147 variable stars, including 110 periodic variable stars, 15
eclipsing binaries and 22 non-period variable stars. We used
kinematic membership probabilities and CMD+TCDs to ex-
plore the cluster membership of these variable stars, result-
ing in 84 member candidates. These members are classified
into periodic and non-period variable stars. The periodic
variable stars cover main-sequence variables (β Cep, SPB,
FaRPB stars) and pre-main-sequence variables. We poten-
tially find a new Herbig Be candidate, that is to be confirmed
by spectroscopic observations, and a binary candidate har-
boring a pulsating star, that would deserve additional ob-
servations.
The thirteen FaRPB candidates have, for most of them,
properties similar to the ones highlighted by Mowlavi et al.
(2013) in the open cluster NGC 3766. Moreover, one of the
thirteen candidates in NGC 1893 is a known classical Be
star, confirming its fast-rotating nature. However, five of
them are found with periods smaller than 0.1 d, down to
0.03 d, which would raise new challenges for their under-
standing.
The detection and analysis of multi-type variable stars
in NGC 1893 yield valuable samples for the study of clus-
ter asteroseismology, the properties of B type pulsators,
stellar parameters of eclipsing binaries and the star forma-
tion process. Future efforts of studying these samples, in-
cluding multi-site time-series photometric observation cam-
paigns and spectroscopic observations, may help to reveal
the features of NGC 1893 and the nature of these variable
members.
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Figure A1. Comparison of our V , B − V data with the ones from Lim et al. (2014) for 101 variable stars.
Figure A2. Same as Fig. 5 in the main body of the text, but using the V and B − V data from Lim et al. (2014).
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Table A1: The photometric and kinematic data of variable stars in the field
of view of NGC 1893. The second column denotes the WEBDA number
(http://www.univie.ac.at/webda/). The third column denotes the identification number
of variable stars given by Lata et al. (2012, 2014). The standardised B and V data are
taken from the present work, the µα and µδ data from the PPMXL catalog (Roeser et al.
2010), the radial velocity data from Xiang et al. (2017), the B − V and U − B data from
Lim et al. (2014), and the J, H, K data from the 2MASS point source catalogue (Cutri
et al. 2003).
Star ID ID1 ID2 RA Dec B V µα µδ Vr U − B B − V J H K
deg deg mag mag mas yr−1 mas yr−1 km/s mag mag mag mag mag
22 197 V77 80.78103 33.49782 13.173±0.010 11.984±0.008 13.6±3.2 -10.2±3.2 − 1.574±0.011 1.542±0.015 9.197±0.022 8.457±0.026 8.295±0.018
23 256 V53 80.57688 33.47259 12.058±0.010 11.796±0.007 2.9±1.4 -3.9±1.4 − -0.450 0.230 11.128±0.019 11.035±0.021 10.978±0.019
25 2372 − 80.92893 33.38503 12.936±0.012 12.408±0.014 3.6±1.8 -2.6±1.7 − 0.270 0.600 11.179±0.022 10.950±0.024 10.870±0.021
40 59 V94 80.74172 33.44358 12.357±0.009 12.118±0.007 2.1±1.4 -1.4±1.4 − -0.545±0.029 0.298±0.046 11.460±0.022 11.320±0.025 11.261±0.023
43 168 V156 80.64312 33.48914 12.589±0.009 12.285±0.007 1.7±1.4 -1.9±1.4 − -0.444±0.010 0.332±0.011 11.526±0.021 11.433±0.021 11.395±0.019
50 33 V52 80.68803 33.40670 12.541±0.010 12.263±0.007 1.0±1.4 -7.3±1.4 − -0.489±0.010 0.292±0.015 11.519±0.022 11.388±0.022 11.321±0.018
52 228 V97 80.74118 33.36895 12.741±0.010 12.483±0.007 -0.6±1.4 -4.2±1.4 − -0.479±0.015 0.251±0.017 11.911±0.022 11.816±0.022 11.812±0.020
54 38 V41 80.66208 33.43215 12.893±0.010 12.451±0.007 -0.3±1.4 -5.6±1.4 − 0.095±0.014 0.509±0.015 11.411±0.022 11.228±0.023 11.139±0.020
55 140 V112 80.71899 33.38707 12.610±0.010 12.372±0.007 1.5±1.4 -4.9±1.5 − -0.463±0.008 0.230±0.017 11.822±0.022 11.760±0.022 11.713±0.020
58 13 V132 80.69231 33.42260 12.792±0.019 12.437±0.015 -1.0±1.8 -4.1±1.8 − -0.256±0.013 0.366±0.017 11.569±0.026 11.436±0.028 11.356±0.025
62 196 V73 80.78867 33.50070 13.127±0.010 12.668±0.008 4.2±1.7 -4.3±1.7 − -0.352±0.010 0.521±0.012 10.785±0.022 10.405±0.019 10.013±0.017
65 62 − 80.73958 33.43347 13.130±0.016 12.696±0.009 1.6±1.6 -3.1±1.6 − -0.312±0.030 0.363±0.033 11.609±0.023 11.435±0.025 11.291±0.022
80 15 V126 80.69682 33.41887 13.313±0.021 12.986±0.022 -5.7±2.3 -7.8±2.3 − -0.475±0.014 0.296±0.015 12.330±0.025 12.269±0.026 12.242±0.026
96 − − 80.38320 33.45217 13.809±0.009 13.231±0.012 8.2±4.2 2.1±4.2 − − − 12.004±0.022 11.764±0.022 11.659±0.019
101 123 V78 80.78214 33.46735 13.607±0.006 13.256±0.008 -9.9±5.6 -20.6±5.6 − -0.414±0.015 0.337±0.024 12.485±0.023 12.308±0.026 12.235±0.022
122 4350 V154 80.65286 33.41109 13.944±0.006 13.460±0.008 3.5±4.2 -2.1±4.2 -31±8 0.265±0.008 0.475±0.012 12.427±0.022 12.263±0.021 12.183±0.023
127 77 V140 80.68340 33.38389 13.926±0.006 13.522±0.008 -11.5±3.2 -4.9±3.4 − -0.314±0.015 0.371±0.018 12.619±0.022 12.446±0.023 12.356±0.025
128 1463 − 80.49650 33.47517 13.933±0.005 13.430±0.008 4.4±5.6 -8.5±5.6 5±4 0.16 0.5 12.422±0.022 12.268±0.021 12.164±0.020
130 35 V40 80.67923 33.41831 14.204±0.005 13.507±0.007 -10.8±4.2 -6.0±4.2 − -0.125±0.009 0.719±0.011 11.649±0.022 11.312±0.022 10.922±0.020
149 34 V39 80.68460 33.41223 14.001±0.006 13.633±0.005 -9.7±4.2 -2.3±4.2 − -0.307±0.011 0.318±0.010 12.797±0.022 12.639±0.022 12.536±0.023
182 32 V133 80.69201 33.41621 14.319±0.014 13.869±0.011 -3.0±20.9 10.0±13.1 − -0.180±0.010 0.411±0.013 12.806±0.027 12.524 12.380
184 2280 − 81.02486 33.44609 14.247±0.012 13.742±0.014 2.0±4.1 -6.5±4.1 − 0.160 0.470 12.842±0.023 12.682±0.024 12.587±0.022
190 − − 80.55212 33.61116 14.136±0.010 13.672±0.009 2.9±4.2 -4.7±4.2 − − − 12.738±0.022 12.539±0.022 12.443±0.023
197 3264 − 81.02847 33.30689 14.552±0.008 13.966±0.009 8.5±4.1 -4.4±4.1 − 0.16 0.580 12.752±0.021 12.491±0.021 12.429±0.026
212 1494 − 80.45012 33.45708 14.498±0.005 14.033±0.005 -1.7±4.2 0.8±4.2 − 0.23 0.440 13.114±0.023 12.960±0.023 12.893±0.030
218 112 V6 80.76758 33.47963 14.739±0.005 14.157±0.004 13.2±4.2 -1.1±4.2 − -0.161±0.002 0.827±0.008 12.010±0.028 11.120±0.022 10.249±0.034
233 216 V72 80.79527 33.39117 14.609±0.006 14.212±0.006 -2.4±4.2 -17.8±4.2 − − − 13.258±0.027 13.105±0.032 13.060±0.036
235 8 V51 80.71320 33.42673 14.503±0.005 14.143±0.004 17.3±4.2 3.7±4.2 − -0.308±0.014 0.318±0.019 13.443±0.030 13.327±0.035 13.223±0.037
240 − − 80.35389 33.59228 14.541±0.035 13.925±0.032 2.5±4.2 -3.1±4.2 − − − 12.580±0.023 12.334±0.023 12.250±0.022
262 − − 80.57247 33.58869 14.607±0.006 14.066±0.006 4.4±4.2 -6.3±4.2 − − − 13.015±0.023 12.848±0.023 12.721±0.027
269 163 V45 80.60909 33.47391 14.928±0.005 14.270±0.004 3.9±4.2 -20.2±4.2 − 0.456±0.014 0.674±0.015 12.746±0.060 12.508±0.025 12.423
271 30 V129 80.69415 33.40377 14.947±0.006 14.349±0.005 -9.3±5.4 -14.1±5.4 − 0.384±0.009 0.576±0.015 12.938±0.023 12.719±0.028 12.604±0.025
283 81 V142 80.67296 33.38462 14.973±0.005 14.411±0.004 4.9±4.2 -3.5±4.2 − -0.057±0.022 0.512±0.023 13.179±0.022 13.001±0.023 12.859±0.027
305 213 V70 80.79815 33.40250 15.047±0.006 14.503±0.005 0.1±4.2 -5.8±4.2 − 0.329±0.012 0.517±0.013 13.183±0.024 12.902±0.025 12.786±0.026
313 204 V65 80.80596 33.44969 15.158±0.005 14.466±0.005 -2.0±4.2 -13.7±4.2 − 0.224±0.017 0.660±0.025 13.008±0.023 12.716±0.026 12.617±0.022
325 292 − 80.79351 33.52916 14.860±0.005 14.410±0.005 2.8±4.2 -3.1±4.2 − -0.174±0.015 0.375±0.018 13.412±0.024 13.252±0.026 13.185±0.030
327 227 V90 80.74676 33.36755 15.209±0.005 14.615±0.004 6.9±4.2 -7.0±4.2 − 0.168±0.016 0.559±0.021 13.411±0.023 13.209±0.025 13.125±0.029
338 54 V91 80.74239 33.45843 14.986±0.005 14.554±0.004 0.3±4.2 -7.4±4.2 − -0.137±0.019 0.350±0.026 13.700±0.027 13.529±0.030 13.432±0.036
341 − − 80.62017 33.63055 15.086±0.008 14.335±0.007 3.8±4.2 2.4±4.2 − − − 12.748±0.022 12.446±0.022 12.303±0.023
342 131 V84 80.76639 33.39888 15.060±0.005 14.628±0.005 11.4±4.2 -28.3±4.2 − -0.079±0.011 0.340±0.018 13.763±0.028 13.663±0.038 13.640±0.041
360 4 V109 80.72064 33.45624 15.046±0.005 14.611±0.004 2.2±4.2 -8.9±4.2 − -0.096±0.016 0.364±0.024 13.681±0.025 13.376±0.028 13.232±0.029
368 91 V149 80.66039 33.49655 15.326±0.005 14.604±0.004 6.6±4.2 -7.9±4.2 − 0.243±0.010 0.749±0.012 13.100±0.022 12.757±0.023 12.636±0.023
414 195 V79 80.78025 33.51257 15.153±0.014 14.643±0.019 -10.4±4.2 1.9±4.2 − -0.024±0.012 0.383±0.018 13.519±0.030 13.416±0.044 13.271±0.047
441 − − 80.49708 33.12144 15.735±0.008 14.971±0.010 4.5±4.2 -7.9±4.2 -19±11 − − 13.455±0.022 13.097±0.025 13.027±0.028
472 20 − 80.72466 33.45060 15.752±0.005 14.920±0.004 28.5±4.2 -40.2±4.2 − 0.355±0.016 0.887±0.022 13.260±0.024 12.852±0.024 12.723±0.023
509 249 V59 80.60244 33.35910 15.900±0.006 15.120±0.005 7.2±4.2 -10.3±4.2 − 0.278±0.030 0.752±0.029 13.576±0.026 13.218±0.028 13.128±0.032
528 201 V1 80.79927 33.47937 15.787±0.006 15.081±0.006 7.7±4.2 -4.8±4.2 − 0.483±0.005 0.665±0.019 13.332±0.024 12.919±0.025 12.711±0.026
534 1131 − 80.79918 33.25738 16.127±0.006 15.225±0.005 5.4±4.2 -3.9±4.2 − 0.410 0.900 13.412±0.022 12.958±0.022 12.840±0.025
591 120 − 80.77458 33.46494 15.931±0.006 15.244±0.005 -2.1±4.2 -10.1±4.2 − 0.217±0.014 0.686±0.025 13.815±0.026 13.551±0.031 13.430±0.033
599 16 V124 80.70089 33.41688 16.451±0.015 15.325±0.008 -3.3±4.2 -2.1±4.2 − 0.512±0.020 1.240±0.021 12.771 12.147±0.026 11.971
638 − − 80.54939 33.57767 15.882±0.007 15.204±0.007 4.2±4.2 -9.9±4.2 − − − 13.772±0.023 13.495±0.026 13.381±0.032
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Table A1: continued.
Star ID ID1 ID2 RA Dec B V µα µδ Vr U − B B − V J H K
deg deg mag mag mas yr−1 mas yr−1 km/s mag mag mag mag mag
660 232 V103 80.73177 33.35004 16.569±0.012 15.542±0.007 16.0±4.2 -20.3±4.2 − 0.901±0.008 1.114±0.007 13.418±0.038 12.844 12.708
666 1468 − 80.49009 33.28063 16.568±0.010 15.565±0.008 8.2±4.2 -9.4±4.2 − 0.650 1.020 13.213±0.021 12.825±0.024 12.621±0.025
706 − − 80.38970 33.37950 16.518±0.014 15.619±0.011 4.9±4.2 -3.4±4.2 5±15 − − 13.581±0.025 13.068±0.025 12.939±0.027
710 265 V54 80.61602 33.50862 16.250±0.008 15.478±0.007 -1.2±4.2 -8.5±4.2 − 0.217±0.003 0.763±0.002 14.006±0.023 13.622±0.025 13.524±0.032
721 1697 V80 80.78675 33.32696 16.991±0.010 15.668±0.006 0.8±4.2 -2.5±4.2 − 0.973±0.002 1.455±0.004 12.689±0.019 11.995±0.018 11.784±0.021
738 1492 − 80.45336 33.26993 16.633±0.012 15.759±0.010 3.2±4.2 -8.6±4.2 -26±12 0.280 0.920 13.745±0.022 13.344±0.025 13.236±0.033
741 − − 80.49465 33.18248 16.729±0.010 15.829±0.009 -2.7±4.2 -3.9±4.2 − − − 13.950±0.024 13.434±0.031 13.301±0.035
824 − − 80.47082 33.08112 16.644±0.016 15.847±0.019 5.1±4.2 -5.5±4.2 − − − 14.200±0.029 13.850±0.031 13.810±0.047
844 2351 − 80.96228 33.50493 16.440±0.010 15.693±0.010 4.7±4.1 -4.6±4.1 -6±14 0.33 0.670 14.272±0.031 14.071±0.037 13.815±0.049
861 1847 − 80.65413 33.28915 16.956±0.011 16.005±0.007 0.1±4.2 -5.8±4.2 − 0.459±0.022 1.026±0.020 13.946±0.024 13.415±0.026 13.213±0.028
922 7 V22 80.71259 33.42986 17.106±0.015 16.106±0.015 2.3±4.2 8.7±4.2 − 0.378±0.003 1.024±0.010 13.079±0.032 12.339±0.032 11.747±0.026
926 69 − 80.71622 33.40000 16.595±0.008 16.033±0.006 -1.1±4.2 -5.3±4.2 − 0.315±0.007 0.479±0.006 14.607±0.033 14.214±0.047 13.654±0.037
962 55 V14 80.74806 33.45908 16.757±0.010 15.826±0.007 4.4±4.2 -4.2±4.2 − 0.552±0.009 1.009±0.010 13.917±0.030 13.468±0.030 13.289±0.035
986 400 V23 80.70495 33.43023 17.390±0.030 16.213±0.015 8.7±8.4 -6.1±8.4 − 0.631±0.003 1.248±0.004 13.564±0.031 12.982±0.033 12.838±0.035
1049 1771 V110 80.72223 33.39394 17.302±0.048 16.341±0.062 0.0±0.0 − − 0.429±0.006 0.826±0.002 14.721±0.056 14.355±0.068 14.285±0.068
1069 − − 80.68839 33.14482 17.289±0.014 16.380±0.013 4.3±4.2 -9.3±4.2 − − − 14.707±0.032 14.302±0.043 14.262±0.065
1098 1988 − 80.41248 33.44180 17.191±0.013 16.233±0.011 5.5±4.2 -8.4±4.2 − 0.340 0.91 14.106±0.024 13.708±0.032 13.566±0.037
1101 − − 80.63457 33.61266 16.906±0.012 16.109±0.009 0.1±4.2 -3.0±4.2 − − − 14.452±0.030 14.138±0.038 14.079±0.051
1114 18 − 80.73024 33.42574 17.295±0.011 16.400±0.009 1.3±4.2 -2.8±4.2 − 0.387±0.003 0.899±0.009 14.683±0.036 14.252±0.044 14.139±0.056
1202 183 − 80.72136 33.52127 17.751±0.018 16.492±0.011 0.3±4.2 -7.6±4.2 − 0.697±0.005 1.292±0.011 13.559±0.024 12.832±0.025 12.647±0.025
1208 322 V36 80.78607 33.34782 17.654±0.015 16.651±0.010 10.0±4.2 -6.1±4.2 − 0.492±0.006 1.006±0.004 14.511±0.030 13.946±0.031 13.783±0.038
1277 64 V12 80.75554 33.43008 17.659±0.017 16.728±0.012 2.8±4.2 -2.4±4.2 − 0.247±0.009 0.821±0.008 14.770±0.047 14.357±0.048 14.239±0.056
1287 1604 − 80.86589 33.21299 17.709±0.018 16.814±0.014 1.4±4.2 -4.7±4.2 − 0.39 0.880 15.238±0.045 14.803±0.053 14.614±0.096
1301 1885 − 80.57849 33.23121 17.677±0.015 16.685±0.011 8.3±4.2 -2.8±4.2 − 0.34 1.040 14.552±0.030 14.074±0.037 13.920±0.044
1326 − − 80.36099 33.50592 17.584±0.023 16.522±0.015 0.8±4.2 -0.2±4.2 − − − 14.297±0.029 13.729±0.032 13.546±0.037
1376 5462 − 80.67035 33.47260 18.231±0.057 16.815±0.026 31.7±4.3 5.3±4.3 − 0.842±0.014 1.382±0.002 13.795±0.044 13.070±0.039 12.890±0.042
1380 398 − 80.70840 33.43412 17.874±0.020 16.743±0.012 2.8±4.2 -3.4±4.2 − 0.600±0.005 1.235±0.005 14.122±0.027 13.460±0.028 13.267±0.029
1388 1773 − 80.72079 33.25965 17.672±0.015 16.849±0.012 -8.5±4.3 -2.7±4.3 − 0.200 0.850 15.229±0.043 14.882±0.062 14.780±0.092
1390 2827 − 80.99255 33.45909 17.746±0.021 16.565±0.015 -2.3±4.1 -14.2±4.1 − 1.100 1.250 14.216±0.029 13.588±0.030 13.348±0.035
1425 111 V44 80.75760 33.47390 18.021±0.020 16.797±0.013 -1.8±4.2 -5.6±4.2 − 0.667±0.005 1.307±0.001 13.947±0.032 13.292±0.033 13.063±0.034
1572 118 V43 80.76350 33.46478 18.147±0.023 16.952±0.015 1.4±4.2 -9.2±4.2 − 0.650±0.004 1.254±0.004 14.066±0.029 13.407±0.029 13.204±0.030
1577 393 − 80.71161 33.47999 17.881±0.019 16.914±0.014 -0.3±4.2 -10.6±4.2 − 0.495±0.020 0.966±0.019 14.979 14.469 14.527±0.084
1590 − − 80.74907 33.62620 17.817±0.024 16.741±0.014 -1.1±4.2 -2.8±4.2 − − − 14.218±0.030 13.763±0.034 13.616±0.040
1620 1688 V68 80.79996 33.44704 17.931±0.019 17.016±0.015 1.8±4.2 -6.8±4.2 − 0.470±0.010 0.859±0.013 15.068±0.047 14.587±0.052 14.510±0.072
1630 2875 − 80.94002 33.35492 17.988±0.021 17.070±0.018 -0.5±4.2 2.3±4.2 − 0.450 0.860 15.088±0.047 14.779±0.070 14.496±0.085
1657 2856 − 80.96145 33.51507 17.808±0.021 16.867±0.018 2.9±4.2 -1.3±4.2 − 0.130 0.990 14.823±0.037 14.438±0.048 14.346±0.080
1664 454 − 80.82959 33.49251 17.819±0.021 16.991±0.017 0.6±4.2 -0.9±4.2 − 0.337±0.008 0.736±0.011 15.330±0.048 14.957±0.062 14.764±0.105
1665 5237 − 80.61248 33.32712 18.209±0.024 17.157±0.017 7.2±4.2 -2.9±4.2 − 0.454±0.014 0.995±0.014 14.695±0.036 14.313±0.049 14.084±0.049
1810 6271 − 80.76815 33.46161 18.352±0.028 17.146±0.017 -0.5±4.2 -10.7±4.2 − 0.672±0.022 1.298±0.014 14.410±0.032 13.788±0.033 13.633±0.039
1893 − − 80.44761 33.47057 18.309±0.031 17.262±0.021 3.8±4.2 -5.6±4.2 − − − 14.870±0.037 14.504±0.052 14.161±0.053
1908 3836 − 81.05360 33.26864 18.255±0.032 17.322±0.027 4.5±4.3 -2.5±4.3 − 0.08 1.060 14.743±0.036 14.377±0.050 14.476±0.091
1913 5176 − 80.59277 33.46169 18.405±0.029 17.269±0.019 0.6±4.2 -5.4±4.2 -4±10 0.862±0.018 1.162±0.012 14.951±0.036 14.285±0.041 14.236±0.058
1921 − − 81.08671 33.20631 18.375±0.048 17.397±0.035 5.0±4.2 -6.4±4.2 − − − 15.218±0.048 14.852±0.065 14.515±0.091
1961 6237 V10 80.76309 33.45141 18.588±0.032 17.356±0.020 2.5±4.2 -11.5±4.2 − 0.925±0.024 1.398±0.009 14.218±0.031 13.359±0.030 12.925±0.027
1994 4064 − 80.67710 33.38725 18.798±0.036 17.447±0.020 0.2±4.2 -0.2±4.2 − 0.692±0.008 1.363±0.007 14.387±0.030 13.718±0.028 13.443±0.034
2005 6124 − 80.75001 33.42573 18.807±0.036 17.478±0.021 6.8±4.2 -5.9±4.2 − 0.974±0.003 1.391±0.015 14.392±0.032 13.678±0.033 13.408±0.033
2038 − − 80.66655 33.28352 18.580±0.031 17.532±0.022 -0.9±4.2 -9.4±4.2 -27±14 0.479±0.010 1.035±0.006 15.032±0.042 14.647±0.064 14.384±0.068
2051 4049 − 80.68953 33.39325 18.817±0.043 17.518±0.022 -1.0±4.2 -5.2±4.2 − 0.763±0.016 1.364±0.013 14.748±0.036 13.930 13.566
2074 4005 − 80.70669 33.44446 18.643±0.076 17.652±0.037 4.3±5.6 -29.6±5.6 − 0.740±0.038 1.303±0.030 14.866±0.035 14.150±0.035 13.995±0.049
2091 4253 − 80.68932 33.41576 18.834±0.060 17.720±0.033 -11.5±5.6 -16.4±5.6 − 0.769±0.037 1.341±0.009 15.069±0.045 14.367±0.048 14.181±0.058
2186 4012 V47 80.70561 33.43216 19.094±0.065 17.645±0.048 10.6±5.6 3.0±5.6 − 1.121±0.026 1.523±0.003 14.322±0.034 13.558±0.035 13.293±0.036
2302 4592 V35 80.69177 33.42439 17.959±0.193 17.424±0.180 − − − 0.687±0.053 1.543±0.011 14.295±0.036 13.350±0.036 12.690±0.029
2347 6169 − 80.75483 33.45615 18.796±0.039 17.583±0.028 2.9±4.2 -7.2±4.2 − 0.658±0.019 1.221±0.003 14.857 14.330±0.057 13.961
2352 1739 − 80.75288 33.43571 18.567±0.032 17.688±0.025 0.6±4.6 -5.3±4.6 − 0.452±0.006 0.767±0.004 15.800±0.082 15.416±0.106 15.315±0.148
2450 4244 − 80.69378 33.41084 19.021±0.048 17.709±0.028 5.5±4.2 -11.0±4.2 − 0.408±0.089 1.275±0.039 14.514±0.036 13.774±0.038 13.557±0.046
2466 4030 − 80.69711 33.42807 19.093±0.056 17.719±0.030 -20.7±5.4 4.3±5.4 − 0.780±0.001 1.383±0.004 14.845±0.045 14.130±0.047 13.885±0.050
2611 4251 V134 80.68968 33.43261 19.260±0.047 17.912±0.032 -0.4±4.2 -11.8±4.2 − 0.839±0.031 1.388±0.002 15.016±0.045 14.184±0.050 14.084±0.060
2640 4082 V30 80.66157 33.36836 19.555±0.083 18.331±0.058 -4.7±5.6 -9.0±5.6 − 0.963±0.059 1.652±0.004 14.682±0.035 13.701±0.034 13.08±0.026
2697 5691 V21 80.71266 33.42868 19.683±0.087 18.112±0.055 − − − 1.161±0.057 1.561±0.008 14.607±0.040 13.780±0.037 13.522±0.040
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Table A1: continued.
Star ID ID1 ID2 RA Dec B V µα µδ Vr U − B B − V J H K
deg deg mag mag mas yr−1 mas yr−1 km/s mag mag mag mag mag
2773 4074 − 80.66609 33.42473 19.348±0.056 17.945±0.031 -36.7±4.2 -15.9±4.2 − 0.965±0.035 1.518±0.005 14.700±0.033 14.023±0.038 13.664±0.041
2777 6408 V2 80.79125 33.48579 19.191±0.054 18.186±0.043 10.4±4.2 -3.9±4.2 − -0.018±0.046 1.398±0.004 15.395±0.053 14.106±0.038 13.196±0.028
2793 − − 80.95059 33.61221 18.645±0.061 17.609±0.045 2.9±4.6 -3.6±4.6 − − − 15.788±0.084 14.979±0.083 15.341±0.183
2882 6269 V7 80.76744 33.48289 19.752±0.090 18.375±0.049 0.0±0.0 − − 0.673±0.069 1.596±0.007 14.306±0.031 13.318±0.029 12.603±0.023
2906 4238 − 80.69411 33.44947 19.006±0.059 18.052±0.043 4.5±4.8 -26.3±4.8 − 0.405±0.025 1.045±0.017 15.952±0.079 15.788±0.143 15.356±0.155
2936 5576 V26 80.69513 33.49117 19.671±0.081 18.338±0.048 4.6±4.2 -6.5±4.2 − 0.535±0.039 1.316±0.012 14.831±0.037 13.900±0.034 13.359±0.034
2975 5035 − 80.53977 33.35309 19.626±0.071 18.318±0.043 2.1±4.2 -3.3±4.2 − 1.286±0.073 1.532±0.039 15.073±0.039 14.481±0.052 14.193±0.058
2986 5473 − 80.67348 33.48870 19.851±0.146 18.652±0.097 -6.0±4.8 -29.6±4.8 − 0.797±0.064 1.133±0.007 16.119±0.089 15.762±0.141 15.489±0.167
3093 6179 V11 80.75606 33.45472 19.720±0.079 18.330±0.047 9.9±5.6 -15.8±5.6 − 1.174±0.056 1.529±0.010 14.959±0.040 14.149±0.038 13.919±0.044
3214 5853 V106 80.72558 33.41627 19.789±0.081 18.428±0.050 2.4±4.2 -7.7±4.2 − 0.883±0.046 1.416±0.017 15.149±0.045 14.463±0.054 14.197±0.051
3215 − − 80.96517 33.26581 19.576±0.073 18.424±0.056 -0.3±4.7 -7.4±4.7 − − − 15.916±0.077 15.524±0.094 15.399±0.198
3219 4242 − 80.69316 33.43692 19.723±0.080 18.257±0.044 12.5±4.2 -4.7±4.2 − 1.749±0.121 1.607±0.011 14.867±0.038 14.001±0.036 13.712±0.039
3343 4664 − 80.69810 33.43507 19.963±0.096 18.452±0.049 1.7±5.6 -5.2±5.6 − 1.382±0.067 1.609±0.009 14.944±0.038 13.993±0.046 13.791±0.046
3349 6186 − 80.75661 33.45178 19.785±0.064 18.359±0.047 -0.4±4.2 -2.8±4.2 − 0.953±0.042 1.448±0.017 14.893±0.043 14.224±0.049 13.958±0.056
3521 5404 − 80.65383 33.48617 20.001±0.110 18.665±0.088 -3.1±5.7 -5.8±5.6 − 1.071±0.066 1.490±0.013 15.291±0.059 14.467±0.060 14.161±0.064
3627 5626 − 80.70557 33.48396 19.951±0.102 18.529±0.056 2.0±4.2 -6.0±4.2 − 0.996±0.045 1.443±0.010 14.992±0.041 14.060±0.038 13.565±0.035
3680 5856 − 80.72576 33.40875 20.076±0.099 18.654±0.060 8.7±4.2 -3.9±4.2 − 1.295±0.078 1.541±0.010 15.405±0.054 14.557±0.052 14.055±0.051
3695 6230 − 80.76179 33.47169 19.844±0.089 18.597±0.059 − − − 0.786±0.057 1.442±0.011 15.101±0.045 14.215±0.051 13.542±0.043
4056 6242 V9 80.76362 33.49035 20.262±0.124 18.885±0.090 -3.7±4.2 -10.3±4.2 − 0.839±0.043 1.413±0.008 15.463±0.058 14.41±0.048 13.722±0.041
4082 − − 80.80659 33.61557 20.047±0.117 18.755±0.079 7.3±4.5 -13.0±4.5 − − − 15.905±0.077 15.199±0.085 15.164±0.119
4162 5890 V17 80.72951 33.46505 20.660±0.143 19.315±0.125 5.7±5.6 -11.1±5.6 − 0.639±0.076 1.578±0.019 14.626±0.035 13.762±0.034 13.242±0.034
4225 5990 − 80.73762 33.46090 20.336±0.118 18.995±0.082 -1.4±5.7 -7.0±5.7 − 1.086±0.086 1.486±0.017 15.963±0.082 14.990±0.065 14.842±0.093
4495 − − 80.54976 33.53785 20.234±0.126 18.884±0.083 − − − 0.609±0.047 1.269±0.053 15.874±0.074 15.208±0.097 15.156±0.120
4496 6017 − 80.73990 33.42256 20.375±0.108 19.020±0.083 -191.6±5.7 73.1±5.7 − 0.857±0.060 1.427±0.008 15.750±0.068 14.966±0.072 14.484±0.073
4671 4559 V25 80.69805 33.45616 20.242±0.127 19.044±0.078 7.6±4.2 -7.2±4.2 − − − 15.617±0.060 14.551±0.051 14.184±0.058
4716 6265 V8 80.76672 33.49677 20.411±0.128 18.942±0.086 3.8±5.6 2.5±5.6 − 0.684±0.085 1.619±0.011 15.03±0.041 13.947±0.035 13.15±0.029
4975 − − 81.00633 33.20406 20.670±0.153 19.511±0.135 10.2±4.5 -1.9±4.5 − − − 16.223±0.102 16.196±0.217 15.149
5048 − − 80.79720 33.37944 20.354±0.129 19.211±0.102 4.3±5.4 -2.9±5.4 − 0.411±0.041 1.102±0.014 − − −
5130 − − 80.55485 33.29024 21.274±0.205 19.900±0.168 0.6±4.9 -0.3±4.9 − − − 16.503±0.117 15.976±0.176 15.573±0.188
5156 5741 V48 80.71637 33.47757 20.961±0.180 19.648±0.138 -8.9±5.7 2.0±5.7 − − − 16.174±0.098 15.233±0.088 14.926±0.106
5158 6301 − 80.77197 33.47667 20.894±0.184 19.336±0.112 − − − 0.571±0.086 1.504±0.009 15.975±0.084 14.785±0.066 14.316±0.067
5262 2393 − 80.89488 33.65379 12.759±0.031 12.263±0.023 4.8±1.4 -5.1±1.4 -34±2 0.230 0.560 11.122±0.023 10.890±0.023 10.827±0.019
5269 − − 80.82678 33.16976 13.462±0.012 13.055±0.013 5.9±3.3 -10.6±3.3 − − − 12.222±0.021 12.078±0.021 11.999±0.022
5282 − − 80.45517 33.20046 12.755±0.013 12.231±0.012 22.9±9.5 60.7±9.5 − − − 10.947±0.018 10.690±0.022 10.587±0.017
5283 1514 − 80.42102 33.28128 11.558±0.014 11.272±0.013 3.4±1.2 -9.3±1.2 − 0.270 0.390 10.347±0.018 10.194±0.021 10.131±0.017
5284 − − 80.63320 33.11755 13.119±0.015 12.671±0.019 -11.0±3.2 -11.9±3.2 − − − 11.639±0.022 11.435±0.021 11.338±0.020
5569 − − 80.83760 33.13245 19.749±0.112 18.461±0.060 7.5±4.2 -4.2±4.2 − − − 15.346±0.051 15.085±0.081 14.537±0.080
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APPENDIX B: PERIODIC VARIABLES
Table B1: Periodic variable stars in the field of view of NGC 1893. P is
the period in day. A is the amplitude in milli-magnitude. The last-digit
errors of the frequencies and amplitudes are given in parentheses. For
each star, only independent frequencies are listed. Z08 indicates that the
variable star was detected in Zhang et al. (2008), while L12 and L14
mean Lata et al. (2012) and Lata et al. (2014), respectively. pp indicates
that the variable star is detected in the present paper. Note: the eclipsing
binary star 2091 hosting a pulsating companion is not reported here, but
listed in Table 6.
Star ID P (d) A(mmag) S/N Membership Sp.Type Classification Discovery
22 1.7854(2) 0.86(3) 4.3 no − field L14
23 0.3548553(9) 14.88(9) 6.7 yes B4a β Cep Z08
0.1800465(6) 5.52(8) 4.0
25 0.132938(3) 11.2(5) 6.2 ? − − pp
0.074472(1) 5.9(5) 5.0
0.122497(5) 5.5(5) 4.8
0.079010(2) 5.5(5) 6.9
40 9.523(3) 2.05(4) 4.6 yes B2a SPB L14
6.008(3) 0.93(3) 4.7
0.55240(3) 0.79(4) 4.4
43 0.174560(3) 0.60(3) 6.5 yes B3a β Cep L14
1.3661(2) 0.51(3) 4.0
50 0.1818344(8) 2.56(4) 11.4 yes B2a β Cep Z08
1.45936(7) 1.75(3) 7.3
52 0.58662(2) 1.13(4) 4.1 yes − SPB L14
0.50644(2) 0.85(4) 4.2
54 0.672712(6) 11.4(1) 4.9 no F0III-IVb field Z08
0.78317(1) 7.2(1) 4.2
55 0.93309(2) 1.63(4) 4.2 yes B3a SPB L14
58 0.21407(9) 2.5(1) 6.0 yes B4a β Cep L14
62 0.298365(5) 1.00(4) 5.6 yes − Herbig Ae/Be L14
2.5674(7) 0.69(4) 4.7
65 1.2605(8) 3.74(6) 4.0 yes B5a SPB pp
80 0.2492(1) 4.7(2) 4.9 yes B2a β Cep L14
96 0.146388(1) 58(1) 6.9 ? − − pp
0.140987(2) 29(1) 6.6
0.143781(5) 13(1) 5.5
0.083090(2) 10(1) 4.8
101 0.157490(2) 0.90(5) 6.8 no − field L14
122 0.0609429(1) 4.18(7) 16.2 yes − FaRPB L14
127 0.157985(2) 1.28(6) 6.5 yes B6a FaRPB L14
0.342568(6) 1.59(5) 5.9
0.166082(2) 1.36(6) 7.1
0.364430(1) 1.04(5) 4.3
128 0.06088143(5) 4.6(1) 29.9 no − field pp
130 0.346131(2) 5.78(8) 8.5 yes B0.5IVeb Herbig Be Z08
8.469(2) 2.98(7) 4.9
0.369156(6) 2.24(7) 4.3
0.356231(4) 2.38(7) 4.8
149 1.159(3) 1.36(7) 4.3 yes B5a SPB L12
182 0.1467416(8) 6.1(2) 12.7 yes B1.5Veb classical Be L14
184 0.03244(3) 2.1(1) 7.5 yes − FaRPB pp
0.02616(2) 2.0(2) 10.4
190 0.03472643(4) 1.5(1) 6.0 yes − FaRPB pp
0.04525800(8) 1.6(1) 5.8
0.02750443(3) 1.3(1) 6.7
0.0465461(1) 1.0(1) 6.5
0.02241206(4) 0.8(1) 5.0
212 0.231060(1) 3.1(2) 4.5 yes − FaRPB pp
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Table B1: continued.
Star ID P (d) A(mmag) S/N Membership Sp.Type Classification Discovery
233 0.17058(1) 1.1(1) 4.3 no − field L14
235 1.11273(1) 26.2(2) 12.7 no B6a field Z08
240 0.1360(5) 5.3(3) 6.0 yes − FaRPB pp
262 0.05815637(4) 7.1(1) 19.9 yes − FaRPB pp
0.0634753(2) 1.4(1) 5.3
0.89920(6) 1.0(1) 4.5
0.0567738(3) 0.9(1) 4.0
269 0.1354645(6) 3.91(9) 14.1 no − field L12
271 0.0554638(5) 0.88(9) 6.3 ? − − L14
283 3.5162(2) 3.70(8) 5.9 yes B6a SPB L14
5.989(2) 1.99(7) 4.1
0.385699(7) 1.58(8) 4.2
305 0.371(5) 1.2(1) 4.1 yes − FaRPB L14
313 0.587530(8) 1.13(9) 5.1 no − field L14
325 1.52798(3) 25.1(1) 18.9 no − field pp
327 1.4063(1) 2.5(1) 4.6 yes − SPB L14
1.9441(4) 1.9(1) 4.5
338 0.281350(5) 2.0(1) 10.4 yes B8a FaRPB L14
0.37393(2) 1.1(1) 3.7
0.28350(2) 0.69(9) 4.8
0.18102(1) 0.7(1) 4.7
342 0.260471(2) 4.8(1) 11.4 no − field L14
0.278360(7) 1.8(1) 5.1
0.52163(6) 0.9(1) 4.1
360 0.250974(2) 1.71(7) 4.3 yes B9a FaRPB L14
368 0.160493(8) 1.1(1) 4.1 no − field L14
414 0.250153(3) 6.3(2) 6.9 yes − FaRPB L14
472 5.3450(7) 7.7(1) 5.1 no G3Vb field pp
509 0.1093(5) 1.5(2) 4.3 no − field L14
534 2.8168(4) 7.1(2) 6.2 yes − PMS pp
591 1.48126(7) 6.7(2) 7.4 no − field pp
599 1.4963(1) 7.8(2) 6.5 yes F9Vb PMS L14
638 0.03861865(5) 4.4(2) 6.1 yes − PMS pp
0.0794580(2) 3.9(2) 4.2
0.0673194(2) 2.6(2) 4.0
0.0646079(3) 2.6(2) 4.7
0.0421728(1) 2.5(2) 4.2
0.0831568(4) 2.5(2) 4.8
660 0.18841(1) 1.5(2) 4.6 no − field L14
666 0.0636964(1) 4.6(4) 6.8 no − field pp
0.04426010(8) 2.9(3) 4.6
0.0926221(5) 2.3(4) 4.0
710 0.1583(9) 2.2(2) 4.6 no − field L14
721 0.108524(5) 1.3(2) 4.9 yes − PMS L14
0.33882(5) 1.2(2) 4.1
738 0.572213(7) 10.7(5) 9.2 no − field pp
741 0.447(3) 52(3) 19.7 yes − PMS pp
0.182(7) 6(2) 5.0
0.36(4) 4(2) 4.2
824 0.263(1) 28(1) 9.3 yes − PMS pp
861 0.317314(2) 23.9(7) 8.9 yes − PMS pp
986 1.48152(5) 35.5(6) 7.6 yes − PMS L12
1.4263(1) 15.3(5) 4.8
2.7763(6) 10.8(7) 4.4
1049 0.070152(8) 29.7(9) 9.8 yes − PMS L14
1101 0.0792482(2) 6.2(3) 7.2 yes − PMS pp
0.0904108(4) 3.1(3) 5.0
1114 11.257(2) 10.7(3) 7.2 yes − PMS pp
1202 1.88693(7) 62.2(7) 8.6 yes − PMS pp
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Table B1: continued.
Star ID P (d) A(mmag) S/N Membership Sp.Type Classification Discovery
1326 0.2592(6) 97(1) 25.7 yes − PMS pp
0.332(6) 13(2) 5.0
0.40(2) 6(2) 8.4
1380 0.68407(1) 11.9(4) 7.0 yes − PMS pp
1388 0.04135875(4) 9.8(5) 15.8 no − field pp
1390 0.78970(2) 59(1) 6.1 no − field pp
1425 2.1658(1) 31.4(6) 7.6 yes − PMS L12
1572 2.3642(1) 40.1(6) 8.5 yes − PMS L12
1577 6.409(3) 13.3(7) 5.4 no − field pp
1590 0.097613(1) 9.2(4) 6.1 yes − PMS pp
0.098816(3) 4.4(4) 4.6
1620 0.0681402(7) 9.1(5) 5.3 yes − PMS L14
1630 0.109075(1) 14.4(6) 7.6 no − field pp
1664 0.405640(4) 21.9(9) 4.7 no − field pp
0.62303(1) 20.0(9) 4.0
0.81838(3) 16.0(9) 4.6
1665 3.8660(2) 36.2(7) 4.3 no − field pp
1.56909(4) 23.3(8) 5.1
1810 3.7328(7) 26.4(7) 8.2 yes − PMS pp
1913 3.5650(6) 24.3(7) 5.3 no − field pp
1921 0.2188(9) 97(5) 9.8 no − field pp
0.188(2) 30(5) 12.5
0.109(1) 16(3) 7.5
0.44(2) 16(4) 4
0.35(3) 9(4) 6.9
1994 2.45302(7) 24.8(6) 4.6 yes − PMS pp
2005 9.99(2) 36.3(7) 7.0 yes − PMS pp
2038 0.0691036(1) 14(1) 7.9 no − field pp
0.0951992(5) 7(1) 4.1
2051 4.0024(3) 24.5(7) 7.0 yes − PMS pp
2074 2.0031(2) 39(1) 6.7 no − field pp
2186 1.21670(6) 38.7(1) 4.7 yes − PMS L12
0.79301(3) 27.5(1) 5.0
0.64960(3) 22.0(1) 4.1
2302 6.537(6) 349(6) 6.7 yes − PMS L12
2347 2.2449(2) 28.1(6) 7.0 no − field pp
2352 0.06082(2) 5.1(6) 5.5 yes − PMS pp
2450 1.7325(2) 22(1) 6.5 yes − PMS pp
2466 3.6148(3) 21.0(9) 6.5 no − field pp
2611 0.478016(4) 35.9(8) 7.8 no − field L14
2773 1.28221(3) 46.2(8) 8.8 no − field pp
2906 0.0819110(7) 5.5(7) 4.6 no − field pp
2975 0.628764(9) 36(1) 6.7 yes − PMS pp
2986 0.166209(3) 27(3) 4.4 no − field pp
0.110800(1) 26(3) 5.6
3093 8.5513(9) 108(3) 5.6 yes − PMS L12
12.572(6) 50(2) 4.4
3214 1.35749(4) 55(1) 6.0 yes − PMS L14
3219 0.83266(3) 34(1) 4.9 ? − − pp
0.48605(1) 28(1) 5.8
3343 0.031073(6) 8(1) 4.7 no − field pp
3349 2.7721(1) 45(1) 8.8 yes − PMS pp
3521 3.8931(4) 62(2) 5.2 yes − PMS pp
3627 7.935(1) 40(1) 5.3 yes − PMS pp
3680 10.937(2) 56(2) 5.0 yes − PMS pp
3695 5.1109(5) 58(2) 5.1 yes − PMS pp
4225 6.7303(9) 79(2) 7.1 no − field pp
4495 0.1703063(6) 66(2) 13.3 no − field pp
4496 7.9051(9) 69(2) 6.3 no − field pp
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Table B1: continued.
Star ID P (d) A(mmag) S/N Membership Sp.Type Classification Discovery
4975 0.1321(3) 193(11) 16.8 no − field pp
5130 0.1871779(7) 153(6) 14.2 no − field pp
5156 2.50218(7) 177(3) 11.9 yes − PMS L12
5262 0.0841(2) 4.6(3) 4.7 no − field pp
5269 0.0352494(2) 2.5(2) 7.0 yes − FaRPB pp
5283 0.0899076(6) 16.9(4) 7.8 no − field pp
0.084353(1) 6.7(4) 7.2
0.089973(2) 4.2(4) 4.7
5284 0.295(2) 5.8(3) 11.7 no − field pp
0.39(1) 1.2(3) 6.7
5569 0.07731(4) 164(3) 28.7 no − field pp
a Spectral type from Marco et al. (2001)
b Spectral type from Marco & Negueruela (2002)
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Figure B1. Folded light curves of the monoperiodic, biperiodic β Cep stars. For the multiperodic stars, the top panel shows the
light curve with the dominant frequency and the subsequent panels from second to bottom show the folded residual light curves after
subtraction of all preceding frequencies. The period used to fold the light curves is written in the lower right corner of each panel. The
observations of groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (the group number refers to the observation run IDs listed in Table 2 of the main body of
the text) are respectively represented in blue, black, red, cyan, yellow, green and orange. The error bars represent the mean errors of the
measurements. The mean V magnitude has been subtracted from the light curves. The title of each subfigure mentions the star number
in the present work and its V magnitude.
Figure B2. Same as Figure B1, but for the SPB stars.
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Figure B2. Continued.
Figure B3. Same as Figure B1, but for the classical Be star.
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Figure B4. Same as Figure B1, but for the fast-rotating pulsating B stars.
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Figure B4. Continued.
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Figure B5. Same as Figure B1, but for the PMS variable stars.
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Figure B5. Continued.
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Figure B5. Continued.
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Figure B5. Continued.
Figure B6. Same as Figure B1, but for the two Herbig Be candidates.
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Figure B7. Same as Figure B1, but for the non-member variable stars, including field variable stars and undetermined-membership
variable stars.
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Figure B7. Continued.
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Figure B7. Continued.
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Figure B7. Continued.
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Figure B7. Continued.
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APPENDIX C: ECLIPSING BINARIES
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Table C1. Eclipsing binaries in the field of view of NGC 1893. The interpretation of L12 and pp are the same as in Table B1.
Star ID P(d) Membership Classification Discovery
341 1.771411 yes EB pp
706 0.443540 yes EB pp
962 0.3061276 no EW L12
1208 0.678215 yes EA L12
1277 0.302597 yes EW L12
1287 2.330385 yes EA pp
1376 − no EB pp
1893 1.162861 no EA pp
1908 0.335324 no EW pp
2091 3.550000 yes EB pp
2793 0.255430 no EW pp
3215 − yes EA pp
4082 0.272121 no EW pp
5048 0.548099 no EA pp
5282 1.558758 no EA pp
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Figure C1. Folded light curves of the 15 eclipsing binaries listed in Tabel C1. The observations of groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (the
group number refers to the observation run IDs listed in Table 2 of the main body of the text) are respectively represented in blue, black,
red, cyan, yellow, green and orange. The error bars represent the mean errors of the measurements.
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APPENDIX D: NON-PERIOD VARIABLE STARS
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Table D1. Non-period variable stars in the field of view of NGC 1893. The interpretation of Z08 and L12 and pp is the same as in
Table B1.
Star ID Membership Classification Discovery
197 yes MS/unknown-type pp
218 no field/irregular Z08
441 yes PMS/unknown-type pp
528 ? unknown-type L12
844 no field/unknown-type pp
922 no field/irregular L12
926 no field/irregular pp
1069 yes PMS/unknown-type pp
1098 yes PMS/unknown-type pp
1301 yes PMS/unknown-type pp
1657 no field/unknown-type pp
1961 yes PMS/unknown-type L12
2640 yes PMS/unknown-type L12
2697 yes PMS/irregular L12
2777 no field/unknown-type L12
2882 yes PMS/irregular L12
2936 yes PMS/irregular L12
4056 yes PMS/unknown-type L12
4162 yes PMS/irregular L12
4671 yes PMS/irregular L12
4716 yes PMS/unknown-type L12
5158 yes PMS/irregular pp
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Figure D1. Light curves of the irregular variable stars in the field of view of NGC 1893 taken with Mercator in 2008. The mean error
of the measurements is marked in the left bottom of each subfigure.
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Figure D1. Continued.
Figure D2. Light curves of variable stars for which a period could not be determined. The data were taken with the Xinglong 85 cm
telescope in 2014.
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Figure D2. Continued.
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Figure D2. Continued.
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